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1. 
The present invention relates:tojai method for 

continuous printing of textiles; and the like. and 
apparatus to effect. Such method, and the present 
application is: a continuations insparts of our. ap 
plication. Serial. No. 487,058, filed May 14, 1943. 
A general object of the invention is the pro 

vision of an efficient continuous method of print 
ing textiles and the like which is readily prac 
ticed, unusually Speedy, minimizes Wastage of 
printed: material, makes possible the elimination 
of a backgrey, and effects, a very great Saving in 
costs of labor, installation: and operation -While 
assuring the production of a Superior product 
with a minimum Wear of equipment and require 
ment of replacement of parts; and apparatus.to 
carry Out Such method which is extremely, Simple, 
very economically constructed, readily and cheap 
ly operated, Sure and, efficient in function, ...un 
usually long lived, requires little if any attention 
with respect to repairs and replacement Of parts, 
is characterized by an endless backing, blanket of 
minimum length undue wear of which is avoided, 
and which will produce with unusual speed a 
product of excellent quality. 

It has been a general practice in the continuous 
printing of long strips, or work-pieces of textiles 
and the like withinks or color pastes of various 
colors arranged in repeated patterns:and designs 
to employ, a large press, cylinder about which is 
looped an elongated endless backing blanket, 
made of rubber or of a laminated water-repellent 
fabric to constitute a resilient backing for the 
work-piece having, an outer surface Substantially 
impervious to moisture such as washing fluid. In 
the printing of the work-piece it is fed between 
that portion of the backing blanket Which is 
looped about the press cylinder and a gravure 
roll or rolls that transfer printing ink from a 
fount or founts to the Work-piece. As the ink is 
transferred from the gravure roll or rolls to the 
workpiece. Some of it tends to penetrate through 
the latter to collect on the backing element. Also, 
since it is desired to have the designs or patterns 
extend completely to the selvages of the Work 
piece, the gravure roll or rolls are normally wider 
than the work-piece and, as a result, ink will be 
rapplied directly to zones of the backing element 
beyond the selvages of the work-piece. Without 
protection of the backing blanket these ink de 
posits collect on the outer surface thereof and a 
so-smeared blanket will tend, on its return to 
the press cylinder, to smear or blotch succeeding 
yardages of the work-piece unless effectively 
cleansed. It is common practice to attempt to 
-avoid such smearing and blotching by feeding be 
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tween the work-piece; and the backing blanket a 
-strip of fabric called: a “backgrey' which, after 
use, is washed to remove ink or color pastes and 
then dried for reuse. The backgrey eventually 

5 has to be discarded and this entails a large-sex 
pense which may cause an increase in production 
costs of the printed product of as much as: one 

* quarter cent, a yard. Accordingly, attempts have 
been made to eliminate the necessity of using a 

... 10 back grey by washing and drying the backing 
blanket of the printing machine. Such proposals 
have been featured by complicated structures re 
quiring unusual and undesirably long lengths of 
costly backing blanket material’ and by heating 

15, means completely to remove the washing fluids 
from the blanket, such as drying cans or heating 
chambers through which the blanket is passed 
back and forth. Such structures have been ex 
pensive to install, operate and maintain and have 

20 unduly shortened the life of the blanket. Further 
they have tended to slow up operations so that 
"desirably: high-speeds of operation of the printing 
machines have been inadvisable, and if some pro 
visions are not made for cooling the blanket-be 

25 fore it reaches the gravure roll or rolls heat will 
be transferred to the latter to: such extent as to 
tend to congealinks: Oricolor pastes: causing "fur 
ther difficulties. Printing machines equipped With 
such washing and drying means further have 

30 made it impractical: or impossible to use a back 
grey therewith for certain productions. Where such 
may be desired. 
A more-specific object of the invention is the 

provision of such a method.'characterized by the 
35 employment of an endless backing blanket, which 

is led from the press cylinder directly to washing 
"and scrubbing means and substantially directly 
therefrom back to the press cylinder past moisture 

- and lint- and link-removing means, Whereby a 
40 blanket: of minimum length is employable while 

assuring its return to the .printing means in a 
“substantially, cleansed condition with a retention 
in the printing area of only a very: Small amount 
of moisture due:to Washing fluid, e.g., an amount 

45 - which is..just sufficient to help hold the workepiece 
in position and enhance-color penetration there 
of without tending to make the colors run. - 
Another object of the invention is to provide in 

such procedure a mechanical, washing fluid-re 
50 moving step which efficiently eliminates from the 

outer surface of the blanket excess fluid without 
undue Wear thereof. 
A further object of the invention is the pro 

vision of a removal of almost all of the moisture 
55 from the printing area of the blanket by doctor 

  



3. 
blade means which removes such washing fluid by 
a plowing action to permit it to be discharged by 
falling while lint and ink particles are carried 
off to an edge of the blanket for elimination by 
a sheering action. 

Still another object of the invention is the pro 
vision of apparatus to effect such procedure which 
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is simple and economically constructed charac-... 
terized by washing and scrubbing means which 
limits cleaning and wetting action to the ink 
Smeared printing area of the blanket, thereby 
avoiding creeping of moisture to the back of the 
blanket and eliminating difficulties that would be 
attendant thereon. 
A still further object of the invention is to pro 

vide such apparatus which removes almost all of 
the Washing fluid without undue Wear, by doctor 
blade means, of the important area of the blanket, 
i.e., the printing area, due to automatic lubrica 
tion thereof by the Washing fluid. 
An additional object of the invention is to pro 

Wide Such a method and Such apparatus for effect 
ing the same which efficiently eliminate or mini 
mize the difficulties attendant upon the accepted 
practices of the prior art which have come to be 
thought of by those skilled in the art as being un 
avoidable necessary evils or eliminable only in 
part at the expense of other desired character 
istics. . 
Other objects of the invention Will in part be 

obvious and Will in part appear hereinafter. 

blanket ?o has a loop if thereof passed around 
a press cylinder 2 to provide a resilient facing 
for the cylinder to act as a printing backing. A 
printing or gravure roll 3, of which a plurality 
may be provided when desired, has an engraved 
surface rotating against a pick-up roll 4 in 
mersed in ink or color paste fount 5. A roll 6 
of textile or the like supplies a workpiece to 
between the loop of the backing blanket and 

O the gravure roll 3. The backing blanket is 
carried over an idle supporting roll 8 fixed on 

5 

20 

30 

The invention accordingly comprises the sev- - 
eral steps and the relation of one or more of such 
steps with respect to each of the others, and the 
apparatus embodying features of construction, 
combination of elements and arrangement of 
parts which are adapted to effect such steps, all 
as exemplified in the following detailed disclosure, 
and the Scope of the invention. Will be indicated 
in the claims. - 

For a fuller understanding of the nature and 
objects of the invention, reference should be had 
to the following detailed description taken in con 
nection. With the accompanying drawings, in 
which: 

Fig. 1 is a schematic side elevational view, with 
parts broken away and in section, of an embodi 
ment of the present invention; 

Fig. 2 is an enlarged elevational section of 
washing, scrubbing and moisture-removing means 
taken online 2-2 of Fig. 1; 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged cross-section, with parts 
broken away, of the apparatus shown in Fig. 2, 
taken on line 3-3 of Fig. 1; 

Fig. 4 is an enlarged fragmentary Sectional View ; 
of press cylinder, backing blanket and ink-apply 
ing means showing a work-piece in printing posi 
tion, and taken on line 4-4 of Fig. 1; 

Fig. 5 is an enlarged fragmentary face or ele 
Vational View of the ink-smeared blanket after 
it has passed the washing and scrubbing means, 
graphically indicating the dual action of an en 
bodiment of the doctor blade shown therein; 

FigS. 6, 7 and 8 are enlarged fragmentary WieWS 
of portions of the blanket and different embodi- 6: 
ments of the doctor blade of the invention which 
may be employed in the practice of the latter and 
showing different positions thereof which are 
pOSSible; and 

Fig. 9 is a fragmentary face view on an enlarged 
Scale of the blanket and associated doctor blade 
graphically showing features of characteristic 
fuid removing and cleaning operations. 

... Referring to the drawings, like numerals iden 
tify like parts throughout. An endless backing: 

35 

40 

50 
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a shaft 9 supported in an upright-frame struc 
ture 2. Blanket f is then carried down beneath 
an idle roll 2 fixed on a shaft 22 rotatably Sup 
ported on the frame 2) and carrying a spur gear 
23. The blanket O is carried from roll 24 sub 
stantially directly back to the press cylinder with 
out proceeding through any drying means char 
acterized by an elongated path. Preferably a 
reach or portion 24 of the blanket moves from 
idle roll 2 upWardly at an acute angle with a 
Wertical plane to a tensioning roll 25 and then over 
an idle roll 26 on its return to press cylinder f2. 
The frame structure 20 supports Washing and 

Scrubbing means Which may Comprise a brush 
roll 27 partially immersed in a bath 28 of Washing 
fluid contained in an elongated pan or trough 29 
fitted with an overflow pipe 30 to predetermine 
the level of the washing fluid therein. The brush 
roll 2 is rotated in a direction opposite to the 
direction of the blanket as it is carried beneath 
the roll 2 by means of a spur gear 3 which is 
meshed with an idle gear 32 in turn meshed with 
gear 23. It Will be understood that one or more, 
such as two or three, brush rolls 27 may, if de 
sired, be operated from gear 23 and employed to 
Scrub the outer Surface of the blanket as it 
passes around the roll 23. 
Although Washing fluid may be supplied to the 

Outer surface of the blanket as it passes beneath 
the roll 23 solely by the brush 27 due to the par 
tial immersion of the latter in the bath 28 there 
of, it is preferably chiefly supplied by spraying 
means. This spraying means may comprise an 
elongated nozzle 33, Such as a piece of pipe closed 
at one end, provided with a plurality of longi 
tudinally spaced apertures for egress of washing 
fluid and fitted with a flexible supply hose 34. 
The Spraying nozzle 33 which is adapted to supply 
washing fluid to the outer surface of the blanket 
after it has left the Scrubbing means is prefer 
ably flexibly supported or suspended for free lat 
eral movement such as by chains 35, 35 fastened 
to brackets 36, 36 fixed to the frame structure 
2. The Spray nozzle 33 carries at each end an 
abutting plate or guide projection or rod 37 so 
as to receive therebetween the edges of the reach 
24 of the blanket C so that during the rapid 
travel of the blanket should the latter weave back 
and forth a limited degree the spray nozzle 33 
will be moved laterally simultaneously therewith 
to assure spraying the outer surface of the blanket 
in a limited area. 
Since backing blanket is received imme 

diately from the press cylinder 2 by the washing 
and scrubbing means there is an insufficient time 
interval for the inks thoroughly to dry thereon. 
HOWeVer, it has been found to be desirable to 
arrange a similar Spray nozzle 33 Suspended by 
flexible supports or chains 35, 35 from similar 
brackets 36, 36 fixed to the frame structure 20 

- ahead of the Scrubbing means or brush rol. 2. 
Spray nozzle 33 may also be equipped with sep 
arate guide projections but preferably is fixed to 



5 
nozzle 33 for lateral movementitherewith by rods 
31, 37 which constitute the guides for nozzle, 33. 

Excess washing fluid is removed from the 
; blanket in accordance with the present invention 
-by, doctor blade: means 38 which may comprise...an 
elongated support. 39 carried by rotatable shaft 
means:40, 40 supported in end bearings: 4 land 
42 fixed upon the frame-structure. 20. Upon shaft 
means 40 is splined a spuri gear 43 meshed with 
a worm. 44 rotatably supported, such as by the 
end bearing structure 42, and fitted withia hand 
wheel 45 so that by manipulation thereof, shaft 
40 and blade, support 39 may be rotated. An 
elongated, relatively.thin, doctor blade: 46, pref 
erably of metal such as steel, or other. Suitable 
rigid material which may resist corrosion by the 
chemicals, is mounted upon the rotatable support 
39 and is provided with portion-47 having a rela 
tively sharp edge 48 adapted to press firmly 
against the outer, surface of the reach 24 of the 
blanket, 10, as...is more, clearly indicated in Fig. 6, 
with the edgeportion-47, lying-substantially in a 
plane which makes an acute angle ro, such as 
about 45° with the surface of the blanket, reach 
24 on the leading side of the blade edge 48. This 
will assure plowing. action for removal of almost 
all of the Washing fluid which is carried up by 
the outer surface of the blanketto.the blade 46. 
As shown in Figs. 1, 2 and -5, the elongated 

doctor blade 46 is, supported in a manner so that 
the sharp-edge 48, thereof is disposed obliquely 
across the outer face of the blanket reach 24 and 
extended at both ends beyond the edges of the 
blanket, to carry, off to a blanket edge, by a sheer 
ing action, any lint and ink; particles which may 
remain within the printing area of the outer 
blanket surface. This oblique. arrangement also 
assures that the blanket joint, if there be one, 
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5 

0 

6 
Fig. 4, but, if desired may be determined by:the 
overall length of the roll 3 alone. In order to assure that the printed patterns 
or designs are carried out to the Selvages of the 
Work-piece if the latter is of a Width less than 
the width of the printing area, 50. This will 
define inner zones 52, 52 to which inks or colors 
Will be directly applied by portions of the gravure 
roll 3 at the ends of its effective ink-applying 
length. Some of the links or colors, applied to 
ithe work-piece of , also will penetrate through 
the latter to be deposited upon the blanket outer 
surface within the printing. area. 50. It is neces 

... sary that these depositions of inks or colors be 
5 

piece 

20 

30 

35 

which is usually disposed, straight across the , 
blanket face, will pass under the blade edge with 
out tendency of the latter to catch-therein and 
cause tearing or damage. 

It will be understood that with water-soluble 
inks or color pastes, which may, comprise colors 
and starch, the washing fluid may consist of 
warm water at a temperature of about 120 F., 
but if the links are of the Water-insoluble type 
other Suitable Washing, fluids. Orsolvents, such as 
a Sulphonated oil, may be employed. 
In the practice of the invention, the work 

piece if T is fed from the supply-roll 6 to between 
the constantly rotating press cylinder 2 and the 
gravure roll 3. With the constantly moving back 
ing blanket f being interposed between the work 
piece 7 and the press cylinder - 2 as shown in 
Fig. 1. 

, gravure roll 3 is separated from the blanket - 0 
and preferably led upwardly to drying apparatus, 
not shown. 
ASShOWn in Fig. 4. the effective ink-applying 

length of gravure roll. 3 is-substantially less than 
the width of the blanket, O so as to define-flank 
ing zones or margins 49, 49. of the outer blanket 
surface to which ink will not be applied, as is 
clearly indicated in Fig. 5. With blankets which 
may vary in width from forty, to fifty, inches such 

The work-piece 17 after passing the 

40 

50 

55 

60 

65 

ink-free margins 49, 49 will each preferably be 
about one inch wide. Thus the gravure roll 3 
defines the printing path or area, 50 indicated in 
Fig. 5. The effective ink-applying width or length 
of gravure roll: 3. preferably is determined by a 
relatively narrow felt band or lapping 5 on the 
press cylinder 2 which is narrower than blanket 
O to permit edges of the latter to bow inward 

toward the press cylinders surface as shown in 

70 

75 

scrubbed and washed from the blanket outer 
surface to avoid smearing and blotching of the 
work-piece. Also, lint particles from the Work 

should be removed from the blanket 
outer surface before the blanket is returned to 
the press cylinder ?2.so as to avoid printing diffi 
culties. 
To clean the blanket it is passed through 

the scrubbing and washing means where wash 
ing fluid is sprayed upon the printing area 50 
by spraying nozzle 33 without wetting the flank 
ing margins 49, 49. The wetted printing area 50 
of the blanket is then scrubbed by the brush roll 
2 which loosens the depositions of inks or colors 
and removes a large amount thereof also without 
wetting at least the outer portions of flanking 
margins 49, 49. Thus the effective scrubbing 
surface of brush roll 27 must be of a width ap 
preciably less than that of the blanket ). At 
least some of the lint and ink particles which 
pass the scrubbing roll 27 are then washed free 
from the printing area, 50 by the spraying nozzle 
33, again without wetting the flanking margins 
49, 49. 
The upward passage of the reach 24 of blanket 
will minimize the amount of Washing fluid 

carried in the printing area, past the spraying 
device 33 since some of it will fall or flow back 
toward and into the trough 29. The washing 
iiid carried along by the blanket surface, dia 
(grammatically indicated by substantially parallel 
lines at 53 in Figs. 5, 6 and 9, which remains in 
the printing area 5 will be carried up to the 
doctor blade 46 where almost all of it is plowed 
'from the blanket outer surface by the relatively 
sharp blade edge is to fall, or flow back along. 
the blanket surface, as indicated at 54 in Figs. 
6, 7 and 9, into or toward the trough 29. It has 
been found in practice that this plowing action 
is a very distinctive operation and that the fluid 
does not work along the edge of the blade in 
contact with the blanket Surface to wet; the dry 
margins 49, 49 of the latter. The sharp. corner 
edge 48, of the blade 46 is desirably provided by 
forming the edge face. Substantially (but not 
necessarily precisely) at right angles to the outer 
Surface.55. of the blade, thereby spacing the other 
corner edge, 56. from the blanket outer surface. 
This is an important features as will be seen from 
FigS. 5. and 9. Where it is indicated at 57 that small 
aimounts of Washing fluid and perhaps some ink 
mixed therewith creeps up to the outer surface 
55 of blade 48, and then flows therealing, as in 
path 58, to drip off the end: at 59. Ehis is the 
observed operation. 
The doctor blade 45 desirably does not remove 

entirely all of the Washing fluid from the mois 
tire-inagervious blanket outer; surface-but-per 
imits: a veiy. Smallainount thereof, such as a frac 
'tion of a percent, to remain in the printing area, 
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for promotion of the printing operation. This 
slight amount of moisture in the printing area, 
is of importance since it helps to hold the Work 
rpiece in position during the printing operation 
and permits effective penetration of the fabric 
with the inks or colors. However, the percentage 
of retained moisture must not be So great as to 
cause the inks or colors to run when the work 
piece is printed therewith. This rather critical 
functioning of the doctor blade is assured either 
by lateral adjustment of the tensioning roll 25, 
when properly mounted for lateral movement 
and with the employment of a relatively fixed 

: , 2,404,350 

Further it will be noted that almost all of such 

5 

10 

- doctor blade but, preferably, is obtained by rota. 
tional adjustment of the doctor blade by means 
of the hand wheel, 45. 
Undue Wear of the Outer Surface of the banket 

in the printing area, 50 by the relatively sharp 
edge 48 of the doctor blade pressed thereagainst 
is avoided by lubrication inherently afforded by 
the washing fluid. It has been found in practice 
that the doctor blade eventually does produce 
Some noticeable wear in the dry margins 49, 49 
while causing relatively little if any apparent 
Wear in the printing area, even after the so 
equipped printing machine has been used to pro 
duce millions of yards of printed fabrics. Of 
course it is apparent that the wear in the dry 
margins is of no importance since these zones 
of the Outer Surface of the blanket have no func 
tion in the printing operation. 
Such lint and ink or color particles, graphically 

indicated in Fig. 5 at 60, as may remain in the 
printing area after the blanket has passed the 
Spraying device 33 will be collected ahead of the 
edge 48 of the doctor blade as indicated at 6. 
and almost all of it, except possibly some amount 
of color which becomes dissolved in the Washing 
fluid, Will be sheered obliquely along in the direc 
tion of the arrows to the edge of the blanket at 
62 there to fall away from the latter as indicated 
in an exaggerated manner in Fig. 5 for clarity. 
This action has also been observed. 

It Will thus be seen that the depositions of 
inks or colors to the outer surface of the blanket 
are limited to a printing area flanked by mar 
ginal Zones which remain free from such deposi 
tions and that the Washing and scrubbing are 
accomplished in a manner so that approximately 
Only the printing area is wetted with a main 
tenance of the dry flanking margins at the 
blanket edges to prevent creeping of Washing 
fluid to the inside surface of the blanket thereby 
avoiding any difficulties which would be attend 
ant upon Such condition. Such difficulties Would 
include transfer of moisture from the wet back 
of the blanket to the felt lapping 5? soon causing 
the latter to be compacted and hard necessi 
tating its removal and replacement. That felt 
lapping is very expensive. Removal and replace 
ment of the lapping necessitates complete dis 
mantling of the printing machine. Dismantling 
and rebuilding of the printing machine and re 
placement of the lapping may require about six 
printing hours. Thus it is seen that wetting of 
or Creepage of moisture to the back of the blanket 
may be a very serious matter and it is thus ex 

5 

20 

25 

30 

35 

40 

5 5 
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tremely important that the blanket be returned 
to the press cylinder. With the back of the former 
dry. The dry surfaces of the blanket at its edges 
resist Wetting by any tendency of the Washing 
fluid to run laterally and longitudinal motion 
of the blanket and the upward positioning of 
parts thereof in the washing and fluid-removing 
means further assure the dryness of the margins. 

O 

3. 

Washing fluid as remains within the printing area, 
is removed by a definite plowing action which 
avoids Wetting of the clean dry margins while 
aSSuring retention of a very small amount of 
moisture for promotion of the printing operation. 
Any lint and ink particles which remain in the 
printing area after passing beyond the spraying 
device 33 are effectively removed by a definite 
sheering action obliquely across the blanket sur 
face to an edge thereof where they fall away 
therefrom, 
The simple apparatus described above while 

permitting effective elimination of a back grey 
for many Operations where its employment is not 
desired does not prevent its use if it should be 
desired for certain operations. The apparatus 
does not interfere in any way with the feed of 
a back grey between the work-piece T and the 
backing blanket 10 as contrasted with other ma-. 
chines equipped with washing and drying ap 
paratus which have been developed and which, 
due to their characteristic constructions, prevent 
the ready employment of a back grey. 

Practically all textile printing plants at the 
present time employ back greys indicating that 
prior art proposals with regard to blanket wash 
ing and drying apparatus have not been entirely 
Satisfactory. This practice is quite generally fol 
lowed despite the fact that the employment of 
back greys costs a printing plant thousands of 
dollars monthly and that the cost of handling 
and rewashing them is also very large. An ap 
paratus of the present invention equipped as de 
Scribed above has been found to be readily and 
efficiently operable at a printing speed upwards 
of one hundred yards per minute which, in this 
art, is an unusually fast speed and it is to be 
understood that the cleaning and washing. fluid 
removing means of the present invention places 
no practical limitations on the speed at which 
the machine may operate. One apparatus of the 
present invention has produced more than two 
million yards of printed textiles and to all ap 
pearances the backing blanket thereof is in as 
good or better condition than when this machine 
Was first adapted to the present invention, al 
though that backing blanket was not new at the 
time the machine was provided with the cleaning 
and drying means of the present invention. As 
contrasted therewith, in our experience machines 
equipped With heating driers generally limit the 
life of a blanket to about one million yards. This 
particular machine of the present invention has 
brought about a net saving of at least $5,000 
in back greys alone, but this saving in back 
greys may be considered to be merely incidental. 
Better Workmanship and production of a superior 
product, the great increase in output, and sav 
ing in amounts of inks or color pastes and in 
gredients thereof used are also vital factors of 
the economy effected. 

It is to be understood that the term “method 
of printing' as employed herein is to be broadly 
construed as encompassing if necessary the oper 
ational steps of and complete functioning of ma 
chines for applying various types of fluids or 
pastes to textiles and the like in patterns or 
designs to give discernible contrasting effects 
either with respect to contrasting colors, or as 
to visual contrasts in physical characteristics, 
Such as the application of color pastes or mercer 
izing fluids and the like, inclusive of interde 
pendent procedural steps attendant upon a con 
tinuous modus operandi; and that the term 
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"printing ink” is to be broadly, construed as 
including Within its scope all such pastes or fluids 
or similar materials employed to effect. Such 
results which are capable of being dissolved or 
removed from parts of such machines, such as 
backing blankets thereof, by suitable cleansing 
or washing fluids or solvents. The term 'sub 
stantially directly back” is employed herein in 
connection with the return of the backing blanket 
from the Washing means and/or Washing fluid 
Stripping means, e.g., the Washing sprays, scrub 
bing brush and doctor blade, to the press cylin 
der or printing station. The apparatus and 
method of the present invention are thus dis 
tinguishable from those wherein the backing 

O 

5. 
blanket on its return travel back to the press 
cylinder is moved over heated drying cans, 
through hot drying chambers, or past other. 
moisture-removing means which employ Such 
amounts of heat to effect removal of washing 
fluid in the vapor phase as to raise the temper 
ature of the backing blanket or surfaces thereof 
to a destructive degree. Obviously that term is 
not used in the sense that the backing blanket 
is returned from the washing, and/or washing 
fluid-removal means directly back to the press 
cylinder along a straight-line path as is clear 
from the disclosure wherein, as indicated in Fig. 
1 for example, the backing blanket after it leaves 
the fluid-stripping means, or doctor blade 24, may 
be trained over, about or back and forth between 
deviating means, such as take-up or tensioning 
rolls or idle rollers, e.g., rolls 25 and 26. Re 
moval of the major portion of the Washing fluid, 
hot or cold, from the washed area of the outer 
Surface of the backing blanket is effected 'in 
liquid state, i.e., washing fluid is stripped from 
the blanket as a flowing liquid, as distinguished 
from removal of...washing fluid in vapor phase by 
converting the liquid to vapor with blanket 
damaging heat by means of excessively hot dry 
ing cans or chambers, and the like. 

It will thus be seen that, the objects Set forth 
above, among others which will be apparent to 
those skilled in the art, are efficiently attained 
by the present invention, and, since certain 
changes in carrying out the above process and in 
the construction set forth, which embody the. 
invention, may be made without departing from. 50 
its scope, it is intended that all matter contained 
in the above description or shown in the accom 
panying drawings shall be interpreted as illus 
trative and not in a limiting Sense. 

It is also to be understood that the following 
claims are intended to cover all of the generic 
and specific features of the invention herein de 
scribed, and all statements of the scope of the 
invention which, as a matter of language, might 
be said to fall therebetween. . . . 
Having described our invention, what We claim 

as new and desire to secure by Letters Patent is: 
1. A continuous method of printing, textiles 

and the like comprising feeding printing ink to 
printing means having a maximum effective ink 
applying width to define the width of a printing 
area, passing over a rotating press cylinder a. loop 
of an elongated endless backing blanket having 
a substantially moisture-impervious Outer Sur 
face which is wider than the maximum effective 
ink-applying width of said means, printing an 
elongated Strip of material by feeding it between 
Said printing means and Said loop of said backing 
blanket and thereby defining a printing area 
in an inner Zone of the outer surface of said 
blanket and Substantially ink-free flanking mara 
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gins, separating the printed strip of material from, 
Said blanket and guiding the latter to and through 
Washing means, washing with washing fluid the 
ink-smeared printing... area of the outer surface, 
of Said blanket, as the latter, moves, along while 
restricting the Wetting of the outer. Surface. of 
Said blanket. Substantially to the inner zone in 
clusive of the printing area, thereby retaining 
Substantially dry margins flanking...the washed. 
area, removing almost all of the washing fluid 
from the Washed area of said:blanket; without: 
Wetting at least the outer portions of the dry. 
margins thereof, and moving the moisture-sur 
faced blanket. Substantially directly back to said: 
preSS Cylinder With a retention of a very small, 
amount of moisture in the wetted area for pro-. 
inotion of the printing operation. ... 
2. A continuous method of printing: textiles, 

and the like comprising feeding: printing ink to 
printing means having a maximum effective ink. 
applying, Width to define the width of a printing 
area, passing over a rotating press cylinder, a 
loop of an elongated endless backing blanket hav. 
ing a Substantially moisture-impervious outer-sur 
face which is wider than the maximum effective: 
ink-applying width of said means, printing: an 
elongated Strip of material by-feeding it between 
Said printing means and said loop of said back-. 
ing blanket, and thereby, defining a printing area. 
in an inner ZOne of the outer surface: of said 
blanket and substantially ink-free flanking mar. 
gins, separating the printed strip of material from 
Said blanket and guiding the latter to and through 
Washing and Scrubbing. means, washing... with 
Washing fluid and scrubbing the ink-smeared 
printing area of the outer surface of said blanket. 
as the latter moves along while restricting the 
Wetting. Of the outer surface of said blanket sub 
Stantially to the inner Zone inclusive of the print. 
ing area, thereby retaining substantially dry mari 
gins flanking the Washed area, removing almost 
all of the Washing fluid from the washed area of 
said blanket without wetting at least the outer 
portions of the dry margins thereof, and moving 
the moisturessurfaced blanket substantially di. 
rectly back to said press cylinder with a reten, 
tion of a very Small amount of moisture in the 
Wetted area, for promotion of the printing opera 
tion. 

3. A continuous method of printing textiles. 
and the like. Comprising feeding printing link: to 
printing means having a maximum effective ink 
applying Width to define the width of a printing. 
area, paSSing OVer a rotating...press. cylinder a 
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loop of an elongated endless backing blanket hav. 
ing a substantially moisture-impervious outer-sur 
face. Which is wider than the maximum effective. 
ink-applying. Width of said, means, printing an 
elongated Strip. of material by feeding it between. 
Said printing means and said loop of said backing. 
blanket and thereby. defining a printing area in 
an inner Zone of the outer, surface of said blanket 
and Substantially ink-free flanking margins, sep. 
arating the printed strip of material from said 
blanket, and guiding... the latter to and through. 
Washing, means, Washing with...washing fiuid the 
ink-Smeared area of the outer surface of said 
blanket as the latter moves along while restrict, 
ing the... Wetting of the outer: surface of said. 
blanket Substantially to the inner zone inclusive: 
of the printing area, thereby retaining substan. 
tially dry margins ... flanking... the washed area, 
moving Said Washed, blanket from said. Washing: 
means to means for removing washing fluid, re--. 
moving by Said last-named means almost all of 
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the washing fluid in liquid state from the washed 
area of said blanket without wetting at least the 
Outer portions of the dry margins thereof, and 
then moving the moisture-surfaced blanket Sub 
stantially at room temperature back to said press 
cylinder from said washing fluid-removal means 
with a retention of a very small amount of mois 
ture in the . Wetted area for promotion of the 
printing operation. 

4. A Continuous method of printing textiles 
and the like comprising feeding printing ink to 
printing means having a maximum effective ink 
applying. Width to define the Width of a printing: 
area, passing Over a rotating press cylinder a 
loop of an elongated endless backing blanket hav 
inng, a Substantially moisture-impervious outer 
Surface which is Wider than the maximum effec 
tive ink-applying width of said means, printing 
an elongated strip of material by feeding it be 
tween said printing means and said loop of said: 
backing blanket and thereby defining a printing 
area in an inner Zone of the outer surface of said 
blanket and substantially link-free flanking mar 
gins, Separating the printed strip of material from 
said blanket and guiding the latter to and through 
Washing means, washing with washing fluid the 
ink-Smeared area of the outer .surface of said 
blanket as the latter moves along while restrict 
ing the wetting of the outer surface of said blanket 
Substantially to the inner zone inclusives of the 
printing area thereby retaining substantially dry 
margins flanking the washed area, moving said 

- Washed blanket upwardly away from said wash 
ing means to and past a doctor blade, pressing 
said doctor blade against the washed outer sur 
face of said blanket as the latter moves there 
past, renoving by said blade with a plowing ac 
tion almost all of the washing, fluid from the 
washed area of said blanket without Wetting at 
least the outer portions of the dry margins there 
of and causing the removed washing fluid to flow 
back with respect to the direction of motion of 
said blanket, and then moving said blanket sub 
stantially at room temperature back to said press 
cylinder from said blade with a . retention of a . 
very small amount of moisture in the wetted 
area for promotion of the printing operation. . 
-5. A continuous method of printing textiles 

and the like comprising feeding printing ink to 
printing means having a maximum effective ink- ; 
applying width to define the width of a printing 
area, passing over a rotating press cylinder a 
loop of an elongated endless backing blanket hav 
ing a substantially moisture-impervious outer sur 
face which is . Wider than the maximum effective : 
ink-applying width of said means, printing an 
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disposed obliquely across the outer surface of said 
blanket, removing by said blade with a plowing 
action almost all of the Washing fluid from the . 
Washed area of Said blanket without Wetting at . 
least the outer portions of the dry margins there 
of and causing the removed washing fluid to flow : 
back with respect to the direction of motion of 
said blanket, causing by the oblique arrangement 
of said blade and the upward travel of said 
blanket therepast a sheering off of lint and ink - 
particles to an edge of said blanket, and then. 
moving said blanket substantially at room tem 
perature back to said press cylinder from said: 
blade with a retention of a very small, amount. - 
of moisture in the wetted area for promotion of . 
the printing operation. - . . . . . . . . . 

6. Apparatus for Continuous printing of textiles - 
and the like comprising, in combination, a rotary. 
press cylinder, an elongated endless backing 
blanket having a substantially moisture-imper 
vious outer surface with a loop thereof passed, 
around said cylinder, printing ink-applying means 
of an effective width -appreciably less than the 
Width of said blanket to define the width of a 
printing area flanked by margins of appreciable . 
width, washing means receiving said blanket from 
said cylinder of a length substantially less than 
the Width of said blanket to treat with Washing 
fluid the printing area having dry flanking mar 
gins, washing fiuid-stripping means beyond said 
washing means to remove almost all of the wash 
ing fluid in liquid. state from the washed area of 
said blanket With removal of lint and ink particles 
that may remain-after. Washing while retaining 
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elongated strip of material by feeding it between . 
said printing means and said loop of said backing 
blanket and thereby defining a printing area in 
an inner zone of the outer surface of said blanket 
and substantially ink-free flanking margins, sep 
arating the printed strip of material from said 
blanket and guiding the latter to and through 
washing means, washing with washing fluid the 
ink-smeared area of the outer surface of said 
blanket as the latter moves along while restricting 
the wetting of the outer surface of said blanket 
substantially to the inner Zone inclusive of the 
printing area, thereby retaining substantially dry 
margins flanking the washed area, moving said 
Washed blanket upwardly away from said wash 
ing means to and past a doctor blade, pressing 
said doctor blade against the washed outer sur 
face of said blanket as the latter-moves there 
past with the edge portion of said blade being: 

dry blanket margins to assure prevention of . 
creepage of moisture to the back surface of said 
blanket, and means to pass said dry-back blanket. 
from Said, Washing and Washing fiuid-stripping 
means substantially directly back to said cylinder. 

7. Apparatus for continuous printing of textiles 
and the like comprising, in combination a rotary 
press cylinder, an elongated endless backing 
blanket having a substantially moisture-imper 
vious outer surface with a loop thereof passed 
around said cylinder, printing ink-applying means 
of an effective width appreciably less than the 
Width of said blanket to define the width of a 
printing area flanked by margins of appreciable 
Width, Washing and Scrubbing means receiving 
Said blanket from said cylinder including brush. 
means of a length substantially less than the 
Width of Said blanket and means to supply wash 
ing fluid to the printing area, while avoiding wet 
ting the flanking margins, means to pass said 
blanket upwardly from said washing and scrub 
bing means and substantially directly back to said 
cylinder, and a relatively thin elongated doctor 
blade extending at each end beyond the edges. 
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of Said blanket and having its edge face disposed 
Substantially at right angles to the extended outer 
Surface of its edge portion to provide an inner 
relatively sharp edge pressing against the outer 

. Surface of said blanket with at least the edge 
portion of Said blade lying substantially in a 
plane Which makes an acute angle with the 
blanket Surface on the leading side of said rela 
tively sharp edge and with the latter disposed 
obliquely acroSS the outer face of said blanket. 

8. Apparatus for continuous printing of textiles 
and the like comprising, in combination a rotary 
press cylinder, an elongated endless backing 
blanket having a Substantially moisture-imper 
vious outer surface with a loop thereof passed 
around said cylinder, printing ink-applying means 
of an effective width appreciably less than the 
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width of said blanket to "define the width of a 
printing area flanked by margins of appreciable 
width, Washing, and scrubbing means receiving 
said blanket from said cylinder of a length sub 
stantially less than the width of said blanket to 
treat with washing fluid the printing area while 
avoiding wetting the flanking margins, an elon 
gated doctor blade extending at each end beyond 
the edges of said blanket and having a relatively 
sharp edge pressing against the Outer surface of 
said blanket with at least, the edge portion of 
said blade, lying Substantially in a plane Which 
makes an acute angle with the blanket Surface 
on the leading side of Said relatively sharp edge, 
means supporting said blade for adjustable ro 
tation about a longitudinal axis for varying the 
angular relationship between said blade and the 
outer surface of said blanket and the pressure 
of the former. On the latter, and means to paSS 
said blanket from said washing and scrubbing 
means substantially directly back to said cylinder. 
past and in surface contact with said blade With 

blanket surface-treating means. . 
9. Apparatus for continuous printing of textiles 

and the like comprising, incombination a rotary 
press cylinder, 
blanket having a substantially, moisture-imper 
vious outer surface with a loop thereof passed 
around said cylinder, printing ink-applying means 
of an effective width appreciably less than the 
width of said blanket to define the width of a 
printing area flanked by margins of appreciable 

out subjecting the blanket to action of any other. 

an elongated ... endless backing 
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width, washing and scrubbing means receiving 
said:blanket from said cylinder including brush 3 
means of a length substantially less than the 
Width of said blanket and means to Supply Wash 
ing fluid to the printing area, while avoiding 
wetting the flanking margins, means to paSS said 
blanket from said washing and scrubbing means 
substantially directly...back to said cylinder, and 
an elongated doctor blade extending at each end 
beyond the edges of said blanket and having a 
relatively sharp edge pressing against the outer 
surface of said blanket with at least: the edge 
portion of said blade. lying substantially in a 
plane which makes an acute angle. With the 
blanket surface on the leading Side of said edge 
and with the latter disposed obliquely acroSS the 
Outer face of said blanket, and means Support 
ing said, blade for adjustable rotation about a 
longitudinal axis: for varying, the angular rela 
tionship between said blade and the outer surface 
of Said blanket. .'s 

10. Apparatus for continuous printing of tex 
tiles, and the like comprising, in combination a 
rotary press cylinder, an elongated endless back 
ing blanket having a substantially moisture-in 
pervious outer surface with a loop thereof passed 
around said cylinder, printing ink-applying means 
of an effective width. appreciably less than the 
width of said blanket to define the width of a 
printing area flanked by margins of appreciable 
width, washing and scrubbing means receiving 
said blanket from said cylinder, including brush 
means of a length substantially less than the 
width of said blanket and means to supply wash 
ing fluid to the printing area, while avoiding Wet 
ting the flanking margins, means to paSS said 
blanket.from said Washing and scrubbing means 
substantially directly back to said cylinder, an 
elongated: doctor blade extending at each end 
beyond the edges of said blanket and having a 
relatively sharp edge pressing against the Outer 
Surface of said blanket. With at least the edge 
portion of said blade lying. Substantially in a 
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plane which makes an acute angle with the blan 
ket surface on the leading side of said: relatively. 
sharp edge, means supporting said blade for ros 
tation about a longitudinal axis, gear means fixed. 
to said blade, and manual control means for 
operating said gear means for varying the angu 
lar relationship between said blade and the outer 
Surface of said blanket. 

11. Apparatus for continuous printing of tex 
tiles; and the like comprising, in combination: a 
rotary press cylinder, an elongated endless back 
ing: blanket having a substantially moisture-im 
pervious outer surface with a loop thereof passed: 
around said cylinder, printing ink-applying means 
of an effective width appreciably less than the 
width of Said blanket to define the Width of a 
printing area, flanked by margins of appreciable, 
Width, Washing and Scrubbing means receiving: 
said blanket from said cylinder, including brushi 
means of a length substantially, less than the 
width of said blanket and means to supply...wash 
ing fluid to the printing, area while avoiding" 
Wetting the flanking margins, Said Washing fluid 
Supply means comprising a nozzle structure 
adapted to direct jets of Washing fluid only against, 
the printing area, floatingly supported for move, 

- ment transversely of the path of said blanket 
and guide means adapted to receive the running. 
edges of said blanket and connected to said noz 
zle structure, whereby the latter. will be moved. 
laterally with any weaving movement of said: 
blanket, means to pass said blanket from said. 
washing and scrubbing means substantially die. 
rectly back to said cylinder, and means located: 
between. said cylinder and said washing and 
scrubbing means contacting the outer surface of: 
said bianket to remove any remaining lint and 
ink particles and almost all of the washing-fluid. 
with a retention of a very small amount of mois-i: 
ture in the printing area for 
printing; operation. . . . . . 

12. Apparatus for continuous printing of tex 
tiles and the like comprising, in combination, a 
rotary press cylinder, an elongated endless back 
ing blanket having a substantially moisture-im 
pervious outer surface with a loop thereof passed 

promotion of the 

around said cylinder, printing ink-applying means ... 
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of an effective width appreciably less than the 
width of said blanket to define the width of a 
printing area flanked by margins of appreciable 
Width, Washing and scrubbing means receiving. 
Said blanket from said cylinder including a scrub-; 
bing roll of a length sufficient to scrub the ink 
Smeared printing area of the outer surface of 
Said blanket but less than the width of the latter, 
and a washing fluid spraying device adapted to 
Spray the printing area of said blanket without. 
Spraying the flanking margins of said blanket, 
Said spraying device comprising a nozzle struc. 
ture adapted to direct jets of washing fluid only 
against the printing area floatingly supported 
for movement transversely of the path of said, 
blanket and guide means adapted to receive the 
running edges of said blanket and connected to 
said nozzle structure whereby the latter will be 
moved laterally with any weaving movement of 
Said blanket, means to pass said blanket from 
Said Washing and Scrubbing means substantially 
directly back to Said cylinder, and a doctor blade." 
located between said cylinder and said washing. 
and scrubbing means pressing against the outer 
surface of said blanket to remove any remainings 
lint and ink particles and almost all of the wash 
ing fluid. With a retention of a very small amount 
of moisture in the printing area for promotion 
of the printing operation, 
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13. In an apparatus for continuous printing 
of textiles and the like with the employment of 
an elongated endless backing blanket having a 
substantially moisture-impervious outer surface. 
which is greater in width than the effective width 
of printing ink-applying means, Washing and 
drying means comprising means to wash the area, 
of the surface of said blanket defined by the 
ink-applying means without wetting flanking 

10 
... thereof extending upwardly away from said wash 
ling means, and an elongated doctor blade to be - 

margins, blanket guiding means to provide a run 

held in contact with the outer surface of the 
upward run of the blanket, the edge portion of 
said blade extending at both ends beyond the 15 
edges of the blanket and lying substantially in 
a plane which will make an acute angle with the 
Outer surface of the blanket on the leading. Side 

almost all of the Washing fluid in a liquid state 
from the washed area, with a retention on the 
washed area of a thin film of liquid to be Carried 
therewith to the ink-applying means to promote 
the printing operation, the edgeportion of said 
blade being disposed obliquely across the Outer 
surface of the blanket to carry off by sheering 

of the blade to remove with a plowing action 
20 

25 

action lint and ink particles to an edge of the 
blanket, the edge portion terminating in an edge . 
face disposed substantially at right angles to the 
extended outer surface of the edge portion to 
provide an inner relatively sharp edge for Con 
tact with the blanket surface With that construc 
tion serving to avoid wetting the flanking mar 
gins. 

14. In an apparatus for continuous printing of 
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textiles and the like with the employment of an 35. 
: elongated endless backing blanket having a sub 
: stantially moisture-imper vious outer surface: 
which is greater in width than the effective width: 
of printing ink-applying means, washing and dry go 
ing means comprising means to Wash the area of 
the surface of said blanket defined by the ink 
applying means without Wetting flanking margins, 
blanket guiding means to provide a run there.-: 
of extending obliquely upwardly away from said 
washing means, and a Swiveled doctor blade over 
hung by the oblique upward run of the blanket, 

... the edge portion of said blade extending at both 
ends beyond the edges of the blanket and lying 
substantially in a plane which will make an acute 
angle with the outer surface of the blanket on 
the leading side of the blade to remove with a . 
plowing action almost all of the Washing fluid in 
a liquid state from the washed area, with a reten 
tion on the washed area of a thin film of liquid 
to be carried therewith to the ink-applying means 
to promote the printing operation, the edge por 
tion of said blade being disposed obliquely across 
the outer surface of the blanket to carry off by 
sheering action lint and ink particles to an edge 
of the blanket, the edge portion terminating in 
an edge face disposed substantially at right an- ; 
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gles to the extended outer surface of the edge 
portion to provide an inner relatively sharp edge. 
for contact with the blanket surface with that : 

wetting the fianking construction Serving to avoid 
margins. V 

15. The method of printing a textile fabric and 
the like comprising the steps of passing an elon 
gated strip of such fabric progressively at a print 
ing station between a rotating press cylinder and 
printing means having a maximum effective 

rectly back to said cylinder. 

16 
printing fluid-applying width to define the width 
of a printing area, backing the moving textile 
fabric at the printing station with a substantially. 
moisture-impervious outer surface of an endless, 
dry-back blanket wider from edge to edge than 
the maximum effective width of the printing 
means to receive excess printing fluid, the back 
ing blanket being looped about the press cylinder 
and moving with it and the fabric, printing the 
moving elongated strip of the fabric at the print 
ing station by such passage With a feed of print 
ing fluid to the printing means thereby defining 
on the outer surface of the blanket a printing 
area, in an inner zone thereof and flanking mar 
gins at the blanket edges substantially free of 
printing fluid, progressively separating the printed. 
strip of fabric from the blanket beyond the print 
ing station leaving the printing area of the 
outer surface of a run thereof smeared with 
printing fluid and the flanking margins substan 
tially clean and dry, progressively moving the 
Smeared blanket run to a Washing station remote 
from the printing station and there washing the 
printing fluid from the Smeared printing area, 
with a cleaning liquid as the blanket moves along 
while restricting the wetting of the blanket outer 
surface being washed substantially to the inner 
Zone inclusive of the printing area, thereby re 
taining substantially dry margins flanking the 
washed area, progressively advancing the washed 
blanket from the Washing station to liquid-strip 
ping means and there removing from the washed . . 
area of the moving blanket at least the major 
quantity of the cleaning liquid in liquid state. 
without wetting at least the outside edge portions, 
of the dry margins of the outer surface of said. 
blanket while maintaining its back surface in . . 
Substantially dry condition, and thereafter re 
turning the cleaned and stripped dry-back blan 
ket progressively back to the printing station to 
provide the so-processed outer surface, thereof 
for backing textile fabric to be thereafter printed. 

16. Apparatus for continuous printing of tex 
tiles and the like comprising, in combination, a 
rotary press cylinder, an elongated endless back 
ing blanket having a substantially moisture-im- : 
pervious outer Surface with a loop thereof passed 
around said cylinder, printing ink-applying 
means of an effective width appreciably less 
than the width of said blanket to define the 
Width of a printing area flanked by margins of 
appreciable width, washing and scrubbing means. 
receiving Said blanket from said cylinder and 
including Washing fluid-applying means and 
brush means respectively of a length substan 
tially, less than the width of said blanket to wash 
and Scrub the printing area, with washing fluid 
leaving dry flanking margins of the blanket outer 
Surface, Washing fluid-stripping means beyond 
Said Washing and scrubbing means to remove al 
most all of the Washing fluid in liquid state from 
the Washed and Scrubbed area of said blanket 
With removal of lint and ink particles that may 
remain after washing while retaining dry blanket 
margins to aSSure prevention of creepage of mois 
ture to the back surface of said blanket, and 
means to pass said dry-back blanket from said 
Washing fiuid-Stripping means substantially di 
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